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Cover: Charlotte Mears on the Hinemaiaia river (Pauline McIntyre)
Any articles published in this newsletter are the opinions of
the author alone and do not necessarily represent the views of
the club as a whole or other members of the club.
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CLUB MEETING
Monday 5 August
7.30pm, Tararua Tramping Club Rooms, 4 Moncrieff St., Mt. Victoria

John Pansters and Paul Shortis
(angling opportunities in the Wairarapa.)

A club meeting is usually held on the first Monday
of every month (except January) even if the Monday is a Public Holiday
(Waitangi Day, Easter Monday, Queen’s Birthday
or Opening Day)
Events This Month
Club Trips:
17th & 18th
th

Fly Tying:

19 August

Onstream:

11 August

Casting Clinic:

Contact Strato for help

th

Future Club Meetings:
September 2

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
Alexandria Guay
Cameron Stephan
Matthew Pankhurst
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
As we approach prime time fishing in the Taupo tributaries the river flows
are up and we can anticipate some great fishing. Our speaker this month
will focus on more local rivers. John Pansters and Paul Shortis are
coming across from Masterton. John will provide us with some
perspectives on the angling opportunities in the Wairarapa. He has
already mentioned a few alternatives spots to me and I’m keen to get
over there and do a bit more exploring. Paul is the Wellington
representative on the New Zealand Fish &amp; Game Council and will
also be happy to discuss topics you may wish to raise.
An event to note in your calendar for next summer is the Commonwealth
Fly Fishing Championships to be held in the Central North Island
19 – 21 st March. At this stage I believe the venues are to be the
Whanganui River, Tongariro River, and Lakes Rotoaira and Kuratau.
At some stage the organisers will be looking for controllers for the river
sessions. I have agreed to provide my boat for use on Lake Rotoaira for
the competition. The Commonwealth competition tends to be a friendly
affair and it will be a great opportunity to see these anglers fishing some
of your favourite pools.
Last meeting, I discussed some of my ideas on fishing flies, and
feedback I received suggested at least a few people gained some
different perspectives on fly design. Views on fly design and selection
tend to be influenced by where and how we fish. If you want to improve
your skills in fly selection, try varying your fishing methods. The
challenge of seeking success using different techniques can help
improve your success rate overall. The on-stream days and club trips
can be a good opportunity to pick up some new ideas.
Paul

FLYBOX and FLIES RAFFLE
This is a fund-raising effort for the Capital Trout Centre. There are
still some tickets left. $5.00 buys you a chance to win a fly box
and 130 beautifully tied flies. Purchase at the club meeting or
email your interest and we will allocate tickets for you.
The raffle will be drawn at the Sept. meeting. Don’t miss out.
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SPECIALS
10’ 4” Czech Nymph Rod $499.00
10’ 6” 3# weight rod $499.00
Selected Drymax & Tough Dry Neoprene
Waders on sale.
Club discount 10% available on
flyfishing purchases with your
membership card

The Flyfishing Experts
Hutt Valley Hunting & Fishing NZ
444 Cuba Street, Alicetown, Lower Hutt, P O Box 33 206, Petone,
Wellington, New Zealand
Telephone: 0064-4-589 9500 Facsimile: 0064-4-589 9520
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ALAN CAMPBELL’S CATCH & RELEASE FISHING TECHNIQUE
As most anglers know, effective catch and release fishing techniques
avoid excessive fish fighting and handling times, avoid damage to the
fish skin, scale and slime layers by nets, dry hands and dry surfaces
(that leave fish vulnerable to fungal skin infections), and avoid damage to
throat ligaments and gills by poor handling techniques.
An important aspect of the catch and release technique is to use
barbless or crushed barb hooks which allow the quick return to water of
the fish before it is too tired or injured.
Alan has his own perfect technique which he uses to successfully catch
and release fish back into the water.
NETTING
Use strongest tippet to ensure your success but also to shorten the
battle with the fish.
Use barbless or crushed barb hooks. I prefer the latter because the
hook does not penetrate so far.
Use a net (ideally with knotless mesh) to avoid dragging the trout over
shallow water and onto rocks etc. Keep your capture under the water all
the time until ready for a photo and release.
HOLDING
Once netted, squeeze the fish just in front of the tail. The pressure must
be firm and applied directly on top of (the back) and underneath. Do not
squeeze the side.
The trout should, with this pressure applied correctly, be “knocked out”
and consequently will not damage itself by struggling. Try not to walk in
front of your netted fish, especially over a sandy bottom so it is not
getting silt and sand in its gills.
The fly can now be removed with the free hand and, if a photo is desired,
get your companion to have the camera ready prior to holding up the fish
so that it is kept out of water for the least time possible. I aim for no
longer than 10 seconds and if there is a problem with the camera or
pose it is better to replace the trout in the net (under water) until ready
again, After all, we wouldn’t like being shoved under water for any
length of tome so look at it from the fish’s point of view!
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RELEASING
Place the trout in the water facing the current. If possible, try to choose
a spot where the current is not too strong and where the fish has access
to cover eg. undercut bank, deep drop-off. Release the pressure while
supporting the trout and it should regain its senses and depart quickly if
the operation has been carried out correctly.
TIP
I use wet gloves when handling trout to reduce knocking off scales &
slime and for better grip, although wet hands will do.
Try this method out next time you wish to release a fish, and you will see
for yourself how easy and effective it is.
Happy catch and release fishing!
Published by: New Zealand Fly Fishing Guides

MY FAVOURITE NYMPH (The Trap of Time)
Strato has suggested club members write about their favourite fly so I
thought I would kick off with mine......
The woman who comes to my room to wash and feed me chats about
nothing at all; politics, sport, the weather... Oh God, the bloody weather;
my room is too hot. How I long to feel the wind on my face. When did I
last feel the bite of frost or squint into the sunlight? I think the woman
said my son is coming to see me today, it must be Sunday. I think it is
Sunday when duty calls him.
The woman holds my nose to make me open my mouth so she can feed
me. Food designed to sustain an unwanted life. She is gentle but I
loathe her, and as I swallow I loathe my weakness. She hoists me up
and I sit here caged in my unresponsive body.
“… the caged bird sings with a fearful trill, of things
unknown but longed for still, and his song can be
heard on the distant hill, for the caged bird sings of
freedom.”
Maya Angelou
At first it was little things, finding my phone, the car keys, my specs,
remembering people’s names. Then I would find myself in a room with
no idea of why I had gone there; I would have to retrace my steps,
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“ah yes, I went to get a screwdriver.” It was a source of amusement to
my wife who would tease me gently. One day I found the sugar bowl in
the fridge. I began to worry when, on another day, I could not remember
the name of a loved grandchild.
When my wife died reflection became my companion and the mundane
minutiae of the unimportant present slipped away. I ceased looking after
myself.
I cannot understand how it has come to this. I have lost the motivation to
move my limbs or to speak. My eyes, my bowels and my brain work but
somehow the ability to signal that I am aware, is lost to me. I think I can
cry; surely that is a signal? Perhaps I only cry in the dark?
There has been a compensatory increase in old memory, so I lie here
and escape the present by remembering past pleasure. The wild cry of a
seagull; watching the sandcastle that my father helped me build on Kaiiwi Beach being swallowed by the tide; the loneliness of my first day at
school; my mother’s voice; my first fish... a spotty caught from the TEAL
flying-boat pontoon in Evans Bay; my first trout, a rainbow from the
Hinemaiaia River; my first brown trout from the Manganui o te Ao. That is
a happy memory; looking back allows me to escape from the present...
In my mind I will try to tell you the story even though you will never read
it...
About 30 years ago I went to Wgtn Flyfishers fly tying evening. I have
never displayed any skill for doing anything creative so my expectation
was of another failure; and at first that proved to be so. For one reason
or another I persevered and bought the required tools, cotton of every
colour, various body parts and other bits and bobs. Within a short time I
tied Hare and Copper and Pheasant Tail nymphs that were good enough
to catch fish.
Buoyed up by my skills I embarked on a new hobby attracted like a
magpie to buying quantities expensive tinsel, beads, wire and anything
that glittered or shone. The guys at Hunting & Fishing in Alicetown were
for a time my best friend; they licked their lips when my shadow fell on
their shop door. I shot (or had others shoot) peacocks, hares, pukekos
and rabbits. One summer’s day a car I was following at Ohope Beach
ran over a pheasant; Oh frabjous day! Callooh! Callay! Picking up
feathers I chortled in my joy! The inspection of fresh road-kill became a
new hobby. I then bought books by Draper and McDowell, subscribed to
Fish & Game magazine and surfed the net for fly patterns, both practical
and ridiculously not. There is an unlimited supply of patterns on YouTube but if you haven’t come across his, Andrew Blake demonstrates
good “nuts and bolts” New Zealand flies. Barry Ord Clarke & Davie
McPhail tie practical patterns and, perhaps more importantly clever fly
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tying techniques that can be applied to favourite recipes. With help from
these three and WFC I soon found all sorts of ingenious ways of
attaching my pot-pourri of body parts, bits of metal and flashy stuff onto
hooks of all shapes and sizes.
A long time ago and armed to the teeth with my half-baked flies I went on
a camping trip to fish the Manganui o te Ao with WFC. Strato, Marion
and Robs Grey and Martyn were there and they decided to go to a
particular reach of the river I had fished some time earlier. For some
reason ash from a Ruapehu lahar had stuck to the rounded rocks in that
part of the river making it difficult to wade so I decided to fish alone
downstream from the swing bridge. I walked down to the bottom of the
reach where a small pool lies under a weeping cliff.
Watched by a pair of apparently grumpy blue ducks which seemed to be
muttering at my invasion of their home patch, I tied on my favourite fly, a
gleaming bead, flashabou, peacock hurle and copper wire and cast it up
into the little pool. Almost immediately it snagged and after using the rod
as a lever, tugging this way and that, I gave up on retrieving my precious
fly, laid the rod down, grabbed the line and increased the tension to snap
it off. The snag suddenly moved upriver at considerable pace. I
grabbed for the rod, slipped and fell, in the process sacrificing posterior
and hip skin to the river’s stones. Grunting in pain I lumbered up the
river, blue duck laughter ringing in my ears.
As I went upstream the snag turned and belted downstream. I
pirouetted, tripped on a rock, bruised my hand and lost skin from my
fingers. I noticed as I whizzed past that the two ducks were leaning on
each other for support, their knees were wobbling and tears of mirth
rolling down their beaks. Finally I got the fish into a holding pattern and
decided I would need a net to land it so I drew mine out of its holster and
laid it on a rock where I thought I would bring my fish ashore. The fish
had other ideas and as its belly touched bottom it surged strongly back
upstream forcing me to follow it. Blue ducks don’t quack but as the net
caught in the open eyes of my wading boots and I crashed into the rocks
they began to make a strange sound, a cross between a purr and a
cackle. The pain from my skinned elbow and suspected cracked ribs
only kicked in much later.
Disentangling a net from wading boots with one hand, while holding aloft
a rod attached to a big angry fish in the other is a challenge that no book
on trout fishing technique had prepared me for. Eventually bleeding and
bruised I limped upstream followed by the cheerful ducks. Blue ducks
aren’t known for their conversation but these two were chatting away
happily.
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Finally and against all odds the trout came to the bank. Given the flashy
fly I had thought it would be a rainbow but it was a beautifully patterned
brown jack. The lore on fishing is that rainbows are attracted to bright
flashy flies but brown trout eat small brown things. In this case the rule
is wrong because this was the first of many brown trout I have taken on
this particular nymph pattern. I freed the fly, faced the fish into the
current and it just lay there, gills pumping. I looked at the trout, the trout
and the ducks looked at me. It occurred to me that my friends would not
believe I had caught a fish as big as this in that river so I slapped the net
back over it and knocked it on the head. I will swear both ducks spat at
me.
Leaving the sneering ducks on the riverbank I took my trophy back to
camp and I told my story, leaving out the embarrassing bits. The fact
that my friend’s cumulative tally for the evening was zero only added to
my feeling of superiority until Strato asked, “what are you going to do
with it?” It was a warm Friday night and we were camping until
Sunday. To be honest I had not thought that far ahead and now I saw I
had a problem.
The Manganui o te Ao is a beautiful tributary of the Whanganui River that
twists and turn in all direction through land tortured by volcanic activity
over aeons. Exploring a year or so before I had followed Makakahi Road
that turns left before Otautoha. In one place there is a section where the
road is a simple scraping across a papa cliff face, you don’t need an
SUV but, depending on your persuasion a pair of rosary beads, a Koran,
a Bible or some sort of Pagan talisman may come in handy. Further
along the river reappeared the best part of a kilometre away, flowing
through farmland a long way below the road.
I came to a paddock where a farmer was working so I wandered over
and asked him if I could walk over his land to the river. He said, “aw bro,
that’s a long way, wanna take my 4 wheeler?” I walked. I caught no fish
but I have never forgotten that guy. Anyway, in answer to Strato’s
question, quick as a flash I said I was going to give the fish to a bloke up
the road that I knew.
Next morning Marion and I drove back up towards SH4 and down past
the school to the farm. The farmer came out as we drove up and I
reintroduced myself. It turned out he had known Marion’s father and
they wasted good fishing time chatted half the morning. He wasn’t keen
on taking the fish until he saw it and he said, “Geeze if the fish in the
river are getting that big, time I got my net out!” Over the years I have
been fishing I have met legions of people on or near the river, 99.9% Salt
of the Earth. In New Zealand we are blessed with thousands of rivers,
mostly deserted, so it is easy to separate yourself from the “dick-head”
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10th of 1%. I have forgotten that man’s name but he was a lovely guy, a
quiet man with a laconic sense of humour.
If you have never fished the Manganui-o-te-Ao it is a river for your bucket
list; it is land that time has broken, miles of river to explore and
geography is the only problem for access. Don’t forget to take a few
Copper Johns.
But soft, what light through yonder window breaks? Another cruel day is
dawning.
Richard Benefield

COPPER JOHN
1 or 2xL 2xH #12/14 nymph hook.
Put on a gold bead and wrap down
shank adding 2 brown biots for a tail that will
stand up a little if you use the natural curve of the biot
and a couple of wraps under.
Tie is fine copper wire on a second bobbin. Form a taper with lead
wire from the butt to about ½ way up the shank, bind and then
closely wrap the copper over, fix.
Take 2 lengths of pearl Flashabou and double over, cut double and
cut until you have enough short strands for a thick wing-case, tie in
and add a chenille of peacock hurle wrap and add a few whisks of
soft feather for wings or legs, then bring the flash over and tie off
behind the bead.
Lastly get some ultra clear araldite (works better than the instant
glue set with a UV torch) and make a lens to magnify the flash of
the wing-case. Leave this at least a week to cure before you take
the fly to the river as otherwise the water will react with the araldite
and cloud the lens.
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BEST FISH AWARDS
Current records: 1 April 2019 - 31 March 2020.
Stirling Sports heaviest fish (junior) - No entries this year.
Hunting & Fishing heaviest fish (senior)
Graeme Mcintyre - 4th April - 4.01kg brown hen, Lower Bridge Pool,
Tongariro.
(NOTE: entries for heaviest fish of the year must be received within 30 days of
capture. Entries received for fish caught outside the 30 day period will not qualify.
Entries close 3rd week of the month on printing deadline for newsletter)

Wallace Condition factor:
Graeme Mcintyre 4.01kg brown CF 48.17
This month’s best fish (month to date of newsletter deadline)
No entries so far this month
Runners up: If you think your fish qualifies phone Peter Nagle (479-4944) or
email peter.nagle@xtra.co.nz. Calculate your condition factor on the Wellington
Flyfishers website.

FOR SALE / WANTED
Wanted: Does anyone have an old, no longer useful, pair of waders that
I could scavenge some material off for repairs?
For Sale. A dark olive grey Simms wading
Jacket size M. It’s a fiberpile type jacket. Very
good (ie. Pretty much as new) condition except
for a small hole (3mm) in left inner elbow, and
two similar small singe marks. $35
Also selling a pair of Snowbee Classic
neoprene waders Size 9. Small snag hole
above knee (approx 4mm) which I’ve repaired
shown in photos. $55.
Link for photos of jacket and waders

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g9depgd1arpd8mv/AADvo_iAzOHTM5tg
WT-rha_za?dl=0
Contact Nick

Email ngmiller@xtra.co.nz or call Mob:021 448 253
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MEETING VENUE (TARARUA TRAMPING CLUB ROOMS)
4 Moncrieff St., Mt. Victoria
From motorway:
Follow Vivian Street and turn left onto
Cambridge Terrace, then first right into
Elizabeth Street at the next set of traffic lights.
Travelling South on Kent Terrace:
Turn left into Elizabeth Street at the first set of
traffic lights after the Embassy Theatre (by the
Liquor Store).
Additional parking is available at the Clyde Quay School – use the top
gate.

HELPFUL LINKS FOR WELLINGTON FLY FISHERS
www.creeltackle.com

http://wellington.fishandgame.org.nz

www.sportinglife-turangi.co.nz

www.huntingandfishing.co.nz/wellington

www.stevesfishingshop.co.nz
www.fishscene.co.nz
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CLUB EVENTS THIS MONTH
Casting Tuition
Anyone wanting casting tuition please contact Strato.

Club Trips
Contact Strato Cotsilinis for details.
Weekend Club Trips away from Wellington are organised each month.
Accommodation is usually pre-arranged for the Friday and Saturday
nights (dates given are days fishing). Transport is arranged as
necessary, with costs shared. Contact each organiser at the club
meeting. Novice fishers are encouraged to participate. Although
assistance will be available, basic casting and fishing skills are required
and will make your trip more enjoyable.
Upcoming trips:
Dates
th
th
17 & 18 Aug
th
th
14 & 15 Sep

Destination
Turangi
Turangi

Organiser
Strato
Strato

On-Stream Day
Next on-stream day – Sunday 11th Aug
The On-Stream Day will be on the Hutt River, weather permitting.
On-stream days are opportunities for members who are new to fly fishing
to learn from an experienced angler. Attendance at one or two on-stream
days will help in gaining an understanding of fishing rivers.
Develop rudimentary casting skills at our Hataitai Park sessions before
coming to an on-stream day.
It is your responsibility to have a current NZ sports fishing licence. These
can be purchased from Hunting & Fishing, 444 Cuba St Alicetown, or
online from Fish & Game.
Contact Strato (386-3740) before 9pm on the Wednesday prior to get
details of where to meet. Limited numbers can be accommodated and
acceptance will be on a first come, first served, basis.
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FEATHER MERCHANTS FLY OF THE MONTH

Venue: Tararua Tramping Club Library
Monday 19th , 7.30pm
(Access through side door on north side of building)

ORANGE RABBIT
Some lures are essential for the central Plateau.
Along with Red Setter, Craig’s Night-time,
Smelt, Woolly Bugger and floating Glo-Bug.
The Orange Rabbit completes the basic
selection. An easy to tie pattern that
works particularly well in Taupo’s rivers.
Materials:
Hook
Thread
Tail
Rib
Body
Wing
Hackle

TMC 5262 size 2 – 10
Black Mono
Orange hackle fibres
Silver oval tinsel
Orange chenille
Natural or grey rabbit fur strip
Natural or grey hackle

If anyone has suggestions for fly patterns they would like to see tied at the flytying meetings, please let Strato know. This will give an opportunity to plan
ahead and order materials in advance.
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NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS
Deadline for the next issue is 10pm Wednesday 14 August.
As a guide for article length – anything from 250-450 words per page.
Early submission preferred – items not received by the deadline may not
be included. Format text for A5 page size. Please copy and paste text
into an email and ensure images do not exceed1Mb. Mail hard copy to
PO Box 9236, Te Aro, Wellington; or email the editor. (Attached files
often result in incoming emails being treated as spam and being deleted
by the server).
The newsletter depends on contributions from club members
and all articles are eligible for the annual Literary
Prize awarded at the AGM in May each year.
Advertising: The club has a policy of only accepting advertising relating
to fishing. Commercial rates $25 per half page, members no charge.
Centrefold (Promotional material only) $75. Contact the club secretary.
Please support our advertisers – tell them you saw their ad in Tight
Lines.
Receive the Newsletter as a pdf via email
Contact the club secretary to be added to the email list (Please check
your email settings so that the newsletter is not deleted as “spam” or
“junk”)
COMMITTEE MEETING – 5.45 pm, second Monday every month.
Any club member who has matters which they believe should be
considered by the committee may discuss them with a committee
member by phone, or at the club meeting, or write to the secretary.
Committee Members – the meeting will be at Petherick Towers, 38
Waring Taylor St.
THE HELPDESK
Helpdesk is an opportunity for those attending club meetings to have
their questions answered. This is a chance for newer members to have
fly fishing mysteries unravelled. Tying techniques and problems, rigs,
knots, fly selection, issues, casting, how to and where to go. Bring your
problems and try the Helpdesk out. It will be manned by a different
senior club member each month.
WEBSITE
The club website and facebook pages provide online information, contact
details and useful links.
http://wellingtonflyfishers.org.nz
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WELLINGTON FLYFISHERS CLUB MISSION
To establish, maintain and conduct a club for the encouragement and
promotion of fly fishing and all activities pertaining thereto.
2019-2020 COMMITTEE
President
Paul Baker
Past President
Strato Cotsilinis
Secretary
Heather Millar
Treasurer
Carmen Cotsilinis
Newsletter Editor
Hal Levine
Librarian
Warren Horne
Website
Peter Nagle
Club Trips
Strato Cotsilinis
Print Manager
Peter Nagle
Fly Tying & Casting
Strato Cotsilinis
Club Competitions
Paul Baker
Committee
Peter Buxton
Brian Bee
Scott Garelli
John Gamble
Linda Brown
John Fahey

970-2595
386-3740
386-3049
386-3740
027-4200482
386-3049
479-4944
386-3740
479-4944
386-3740
970-2595
472-3456
021-630075
021-325032
027-5175825
027-2304770
021-636033

CLUB MEMBERSHIP
To join the club: collect a form at a club meeting; download a copy from
the club website; or phone a committee member to have a form mailed
to you. Mail the completed form to PO Box 9236, Te Aro, Wellington, or
hand it in at the next meeting with your subscription and joining fee.
Meetings are held at 7.30 pm on the first Monday of every month except
January at the Tararua Tramping Club rooms, 4 Moncreiff Street, Mt.
Victoria, Wellington.
Tight Lines, the club newsletter is published monthly, except January,
and is also available to club members via email as a pdf –contact the
editor to be added to the distribution list.
Fees 1 April 2019 - 31 March 2020
Full member or family membership $35, Junior membership no fee.
Joining fee $10
Overseas Newsletter postage $45
Enquiries wellingtonflyfishersclub@gmail.com
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